GGTKN

GG Token
Created in cooperation with GG International and WhiteLotto.

Benefits for using the token.
Token utility:
Discounted price for white label setup fee at
whitelotto.com for a lottery or casino project.

Discounted prices on White Lotto network of lottery
messengers. Lifetime discount up to 80% on tickets
when using GGTKN as a payment method!

More generous bonuses in casino (deposit bonus,
free spin bonuses, cashback bonuses).

More generous bonuses in sports book.

Instant deposits and withdrawals without any
additional cost for transfer.

Can be used for anonymous gambling when using
wallets availabe via walletconnect integration.

Dedicated GG TKN raffle with draw fairness and
transparency thanks to blockchain based draws.

Free lottery tickets for every GGTKN spent.

Up to 80% discounts in e-commerce shops when
buying with GGTKN.

Available via buy with card thanks to flooz.trade
cooperation.

Available via coinpayments.net and other
cryptocurrency PSPs .

Inhouse payment gateway operating in 20 countries
already with worldwide expansion ahead, accepting
cards, mobile money, e-wallets, and alternative
payment methods

GG Token Details

Who already signed contracts
and agreed to accept GG Token as a payment method?
LotoPeru.com - LIVE

Lotto.HT - LIVE

LotoCash.com - LIVE

Online lotto, casino and
sportsbetting in Peru licensed by
the Peruvian government. Offline
sales allowed across the country.
License available for the next 12
years with extension priority.

Online lotto, casino and
sportsbetting operator from Haitii.
Offline sales allowed across the
country.

Online lotto, casino and
sportsbetting operator from Haitii.
Offline sales allowed across the
country.

Established in 2015, worldwide
range lottery messenger services,
powered by WhiteLotto, accepting
players from + 50 countries,
available in +40 languages.
Recently added online casino
suite. Sporstbetting platform to be
added Q3 2022.

NFT marketplace and exchange
Live in Q2 2022
Real art tokenisation platform and
exchange. From starving artists to
the greatest work of art of all time.

LottoZambia.com - LIVE
National Lottery of Zambia
established in 2018. Online and
offline sales available.
Lotto.GT
Lottery of Guatemala. Going live at
the end of April 2022.

https://walletconnect.com integration

Intrinsic value of the GG Token

Token name: GG TOKEN
2022 circulating supply: Limited to a maximum 10% of the total cap.
Token contract: 0x1F7e8fe01AEbA6fDAEA85161746f4D53DC9bdA4F
2022 Supply 10% (the rest under smartcontract lockup)
2023 Supply 10% (the rest under smartcontract lockup)
2023-2025 Supply - TBA in 2023

LottoPark.com - LIVE
LottoMat.com - LIVE
LottoHoy.com - LIVE

Low and limited supply.

All of the projects commonly agreed to

All of the projects will keep ongoing

GGTKN
bonuses and promotions for GG TKN users

GGTKN
always keep the exchange value on their

systems either 0.1$/GG TKN or the market
value (whichever is higher at the moment of
the transaction).

permanently.

All of the projects commonly agreed to put

GGTKN
the tokens back to the market for +10% price
in comparison to the value when collecting.

All of the projects agreed to never sell the

GGTKN
token back to the market for a price lower
than 0.1$.

Where to trade GGTKN?
Info link: https://pancakeswap.finance/info/
tokens/0x1F7e8fe01AEbA6fDAEA85161746f4D53DC9bdA4F
DEX trading now available at PanCakeSwap (Pair BNB/GGTKN)
Dodo Swap (Pair BUSD/GGTKN)

LottoNigeria.com - LIVE
Nigerian lottery operator. Online
and offline sales available.

WhiteLotto.com - LIVE
Offers the possibility of running a
platform like LottoPark in white
label model. Thanks to
developing the whole platform inhouse from scratch combined
with a unique technological
approach, the time required for
setting up a fully functional
platform was reduced from
months to weeks.
https://premierloto.cg/ - Republic
of Congo

Rc-Lotto.com.au - Live in Q2
2022
Australian licensed raffle and bet
on lotto project. Going Live in Q2
2022.

Q1 2022

Q3 2022

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

2023

Luminaria Global - Live in Q3
2022

Presale

DEX Listing.

CEX Listing

B2B networking platform brought
by the industry top networkers
who started their experience in
projects like Amway.

CoinPayments.
net integration on
WhiteLotto casinos
and
lottery messengers
- DONE

Marketing and
education start.

Walletconnect
integrations.

GG USD Stablecoin
backed by
regularly
audited assets

+3 Asian countries TBA Going
Live in Q2/3/4 2022

https://premierloto.cm/ Cameroon
https://premierloto.co.mz/ Mozambique - Going live in June
2022

+3 Middle East countries – TBA
Going Live in Q2/3/4 2022

https://premierloto.mw/ - Malawi
https://premierloto.td/ - Chad - Going live in June 2022
https://premierloto.cd/ Democratic Republic of Congo Going live in June 2022

Short Roadmap

+ 4 Latin America countries –
TBA Going Live in Q2/3/4 2022

+10 Subsahran African countries
– TBA Going Live in Q2/3/4 2022

Certification of the
True Random Number
Generator based
on blockchain for
draw fairness and
transparency - DONE.
GLI approved.

Cryptocurrency
PSPs listings and
integrations.

Anonymous Gambling
Platform (lotto,
casino, sportsbetting)
going live.

Q2-Q4 2022
New countries
cooperation
announcement

More info at
https://GGTKN.com!

